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ABSTRACT

We have gauge formulated t h e spin one-half p a r t i c l e equation in the

Duffin-Kemmer formalism of Barut e t a l . The theory d i s t i ngu i shes between t he

left and the right chlral states and haa a built in chirality. As an

example the theory has been applied to the Weinberg Salam model reproducing all

its essential features. In view of the "built in chirality a lattice gauge

version of such a theory is expected to be useful.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present work i s an effort towards synthesizing previous trends in
two different directions, v i z . , the FeYTUnan-Gell-Msnn proposal of using a two
component second order equation for fermions to describe weak interactions and
Okubo and Tosa's efforts to embed gauge fields in a multicomponent Duffin-
Kemmer formalism for spin one-half par t ic les .

In a classic paper Feynttan and Geil-Mann [ l ] proposed a two component

second order field equation for fermions as a natural frame work to describe

weak interactions and showed that i t s solutions were in one-to-one correspond-

ence with the Dirac equation. The theory was parity violating and in the usual

Fermi interaction the only surviving couplings were automatically the vector and

the axial vector ones.

Also, although several authors such as Fesehbach[2], Deshpande[3], and

CastmansEU] have used Duffin-Kemmer[5,6] formalism in their work to describe

meson fields very few people such as Barut[7], Samiullah[8] and 0balipour[9]

have either used the formalism, discussed i t s extension or second quantized i t

for spin one-half par t ic les . In connection vith Yang-Mills[10] theory, on the
plea that the Duffin-Kemmer formalism is readily extendable to the Dirac and
other multi-compc-nent fields Mayer[ll] has discussed i t s gauge formulation
using Fiber Bundle techniques. Okubo and Tosa[12] have discussed a Duffin-
Kemmer formulation of gauge theories including Yang-Mills and Einstein's general
re la t iv i ty . Of particular interest to us in this paper is their work on the
fermion fields interacting with the gauge fields via the minimal coupling
scheme, which has eventually led them to an embedding of gauge fields into the
multicomponent Duffin-Kemmer formalism.

We wish to remark that a linearization of Feynman-Gell-Hann equation
results in Duffin-Kemmer formalism, providing a framework which may further be
developed incorporating gauge bosons in a multicomponent formalism ala Qkubo
and Tosa. Apart from i t s development, i t is worthwhile to study on i t s own
merit as to what nev features such a formalism would offer and what i s i t s
potential promise. The present work deals with some such problems.

We have started as usual, from the Dirac-equation and derived a two-

eouponent second order equation, analogous to that of Feynman and dell-Mann,

in the presence of minimally interacting gauge fields with an underlying

internal symmetry and have linearized i t . As is well-known the linearizing

procedure introduces unphysical coaponents in the theory. By defining suitable
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projection operators we have removed these unphysical components from our theory.

We have also given the gauge invariant Lagrangian density for this system. As

an application of our formalism we have sketched the Weinherg Salam[l3,ll»]
SU(2)XQ(1) model which combines both the weak and the electromagnetic inter-
actions and have reproduced a l l i t s essential features. The presentation of
the work i s as follows. In section 2 a brief sketch of Duffin-Kemmer theory-
i s given and as i t i s needed in applying the theory to the weak interaction
Bod*l discussed here some relevant comments are made on the Harish Chandra[l5]-
ring. Section 3 discusses the gauge formulation of spin one-half equation. In
section h we have removed the non-physical components from our theory and have
also shown the consistency of our work i;- I. .-ms of rederiving the generalized
F«5fmi»n-Gell-Mann equation. We have also shown that in the presence of an
electromagnetic field only, the theory reproduces the second order Dirac equation.
Ift section 5, we have discussed the Weinberg Salam model. Section 6 discusses
the resul t s .

2 . THE DUFFIN-KEMMER THEORY

To fix up our notation and to indicate the particular representation

which we have used in this paper we briefly sketch some of the relevant aspects

of Duffin-Kemmert5»6] formalism of spin 0 and 1 part ic les .

The free part icle Duffin-Kemmer field equation can he written in the

f i r s t order differential form &3

In this case the Lagrangian density takes the form

where ^ ( x ) = \(r (x)n . I) i s a cons tant mat r ix . The super s c r i p t t

denotes the Hermitian conjugate . We use C =-fi = 1 , goo = - g 1 1 = 1 , g1™ = 0

for |i j * \) . l a t h i s work the Greek i n d i c i e s u , v , a take va lues 0 , 1 , 2 , 3

aad the Latin indicies i , J , k • 1, 2, 3, The B-matrices satisfy the

fallowing commutation relations

and no further specification of fl. ia needed. There are 126 linearly inde-

pendent quantities in 3-algebra generated by iJ .̂ The algebra is semi-

simple and has three irreducible representations of dimentionalitiea 1, 5 and

10. For 5 and 10 dimensional representations equations (2.1) describes,

respectively, spin 0 and spin 1, par t ic les . In our work we have used the

following 5^5 irreducible representations of the B-matrices.

•

1:\*
\ o

»
•

e

• «
0 0

•

0 0

0 0

« 0

• 1

1 \
0

f «

0 0

> 1
0 •
4 «

| 0 • »

I • • •
• 0 0 •

» 0 0 0

• • • »

(2.U)

0
0

*
0

We define the constant matrix as follows

•r-i -
—\m

" I 0 0 0

• -I • •
0 • \ «

• o •

(2.5)

In passing we wish to make a. few comments on the Harish Chandra ring -QlUa),

which is essentially a Kronecker product of the Dirac JJ£(Y) and the Duffin-

Kemmer rings •Qi(B) satisfying

(2.6)

with the following commutation relations

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

(2.3)
where &'s satisfy equation (2.3). Equations (2.T) are consistent with
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(2.8a)

(2.8b)

It is also known that if a theory is constructed with an underlying structure

Jli.(o)> a, Fermi-Dirac quantization is possible. Moreover corresponding to the

nontrivial representation of 0u, the au are either UOx̂O or 20x20

mat r i ces .

3. GAUGE FORMULATION OF SPIN ONE-HAiP EQUATION

S t a r t i n g from the usual Dirac equation i n t he presence of an e l e c t r o -

magnetic f i e l d for a spin one-half p a r t i c l e with a charge - e Feynmsn and Gel l -

Hann[l] have derived the following two component second order equation

(3.1)

where

(3.2)

and <(> is a two-component quantity depending upon the eigen values ±1 of

the operator iy , i t may be written as

(3.3)

A (a • 1, 2, ,,,n) minimally interacting with a spin one-half particle, the

(3.1*)

If one follows a similar procedure and introduces n gauge fields

A (a • 1, 2, ... n) minimally interacting

Dirac equation can be written as follows

where g is the relevant coupling constant and F are the generators of the

gauge group G. The generators satisfy the following commutation relations

t3.5b)

are the structure, constants of tlie group G. If we substitute

t6O—fa771 »"><* (3.6)

in equation (3.^) we obtain

(3.7)

or equivalently

tft"f (3.8)

Equation (3.8) can he recast in the following form

3.9)

It may be noted that equation (3-9) is a 3econd order equation in the four-

component spinor X. Since the operator ov commutes with y there exist

solutions of equation (3.9) for which i y % » X\ with the eigen values

A = «..

In the representation

|)

for the y-matrices, the eigen functions of iy with the eigen value +1 are

of the form

(3.11)X.« I-
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While those belonging to -1 are of the fora

(3.12)

If ve res t r i c t ourselves to solutions of equation (.3-9) which- belong to

1 • +1 or X • - 1 , ve can make a one—to-one correspondence between these

solutions and the solutions of the f i r s t order Dirac equation (3.1*). This can

be easily seen by multiplying equation (3.6) by 1/2 ( l i ly 5 ) and using the

fact that i y V = .X. , we obtain

(3.13)

X+ i s the even part of 1(1 in the sense that iy X+ = X+ and X_ is the odd

part of lfi for iy X. = -X - The usual Dirac description ut i l izes both the

even and the odd parts X++X_ « +.

In view of equation (3.13). equation (3.9) can be regarded as a tvo

component equation with the solutions X+ and X_ ; thus i t can be vrl t ten as

3.1U)

where now p ia a two continent quantity with

(3.15)

Equation (3.11*) can be regarded as the generalization of the Feynman-Gell-Mann

equation (3-1) in a non-Abelian gauge theory. Such a theory for a spin one-

half particle interacting with the pure electromagnetic fields was also devel-

oped by Barut [7] and one of the authors (M.S.), and later on second"

quantized by Cholipour and Klkugava[9 1 • Our objective in this section is to

formulate the present theory in the f i r s t order differential form. For this

purpose we introduce four two-component quantities (r defined by the

following equation.

- 7 -

Substituting equation (3.l6) in equation (3.1^) we obtain

3-W

Furthermore, we define a ten-component quantity

t±

(3.17)

(3.18a)

Recalling equation (3.13), equation (3.18a) can be re-expressed as

(3.16b)

Equations (3.16) and (3.17) can be recast as

(3.19)

where

and

The dots are 2 x 2 aero matrices.
We wish to remark that the solutions of equation (3.1?) have a bui l t in
chiral i ty in them. Thus one can use either the lef t or the right-handed chiral
solution in accordance with the assumed model. In the absence of gauge fields,
equation (3.19) takes the usual Duffin-Keismer form

(3.20)

Thus the Lagrangian density for a fermion interacting with the gauge fields. In



this formalism, may be written as

x «.-
C 3 2 1 )

3.1*

However> ve wiah to mention such, a formalism would be difficult to deal with.

from the point of viev of actual computations.

k. REMOVAL OF THE NON-PHYSICAL •OMPONEHTS FROM THE FIELD

To remove the non-physical components from the theory ve proceed as

fol lows. Using the Lagrangian dens i ty equation ( 3 . 2 1 ) , the Euler Lagrange

equation may be written as

•J+m-J^A)^
(fc.i)

and its conjugate version is

Prom equation (U.I) and (It.2) we can obtain the continuity equation

(It.3)

The fouiV'Vector £ 01* £ is interpreted as the density of a probability current.

If the probability density TjJ 6 J> (particle density) is identically zero for

a given ij>{x), then such a ji_(x) is unphysical. He recall that in linearizing

equation (3-11!) we had to introduce additional components in our wave function

+ , as such we expect our equation (3.19) to possess certain nonphysieal com-

ponents. In the following we shall pin down what these components are and

remove them BO that the theory becomes entirely physical.

Let us define the following projection operators P^ and P 2

t.a)

which in view of the representation (2.U) satisfy the following relations

They also satisfy the relations

with ve find

Using equations (!t.U) and (U.5) we find

(it.6)

Equation (U.6) indicates that to which has six non zero components in our

theory is the nonphysioal part of £ equation (3.20). Thus the theory has to

be built in entirely In terms of ty . For this purpose we proceed as follows.

Multiplying equation (,h,l) and (It.2) by F£ from the right and left

respectively and using equation (h.k) we find

' (4.8)

Subs t i tu t ing \f in terms of 1)1. and fc, in t h e Lagrangian dens i ty

equation ( 3 . 2 1 ) , using equation (U.3) , (U.I)) and C».5) and def ining

-9- -10-



ve may recast it in the following form

(it.9)

(U.10)

The Euler-L&grangian equation yields

CU.ll)

The corresponding conjugate equation reads

(11.12)

Multiplying equation ft.11) by 8° and defining the Hamiltonian operator as

H •= 5 Po where P° f i3o, ve may rewrite equation (U.ll) as

• 13)

Furthermore, i t can be easily established that (U.10) or (I*.13) is consistent

with equation (3.lU) vith which ve started. An explicit construction of H

using the representation (2.U) in the matrix form reads

H *

/

The equation yietlding the eigen value P° of H, thus, can be written as

- 1 A -

ll j i g - ' "B. air ..-.i

(It.15)

This is Juat the generalized second order Feynman-Qell-Mann equation (3.1^).

I t may also be remarked equation (U,16) in the presence of electro-
magnetic four potentials only, reduces to the following equation

o
(lt.17)

which ia the second order Dirac equation.

Again considering the Lagrangian density L equation (3.21) if we

require i t s invariance locally under the group G the field ip, and the gauge

fields have to satisfy the following transformation properties

t u . l 8 b )

where A(x) is an arbitrary function of space and time variables.

Moreover if we wish to write down the complete Lagrangian density for

the system including the gauge fields, ve have to add up a term — -L. C r T .

to the Lagrangian density L equation (1».1O).

Where

If we assume iji and \)/ to vanish at the boundary, the final form of the

Lagranglaii density of the system invariant under gauge group can be written as

(U.20)

As is usual(here also in ^-formalism removal of redundant components resulted
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I D loss of the explicit covariance. However, the Lagrangian retains its

Lorentz invariance.

5. THE WEIBBERG-SALAM MODEL

Aa an application of our formalism ve v i l l sketch- here the Weinberg—

Salem [ 13,1!*] SU(2) X U(l) model vhich combines the weals; and electromagnetic

interactions through Higg8'[l6] mechanism, and show that in this formalism a l l

itB essential features are reproducible. He denote the field of an electron

by C and i t s neutrino \i and the union by \i and i t s neutrino u - These

are assumed to be the doublets of SU(2)

(5-1)

where

right-handed counter parts
whereas the

i> )

* - U+ ,

l / 2 ( l - i t )fi.» u_ = l /2( l- i> )u are taken

a

transforming with an SU(2>L

to be the SU(2)T s inglets. Also in this model an SU(2). doublet of scalar
J-l U

r e p r e s e n t a t i o n

provided to break the internal symmetry SU(2) X U(l). The doublet i s assigned
a hyper charge V= - 1 , the singlet a hyper charge y= -2 and the scalars a
hyper charge \f = +1. We, furthermore, introduce three gauge bosons A
associated with SU(2) and a fourth, one B° associated with. U(l), The
total Lagrangian will thus have three partB

L = L gauge + L leptons + L interaction

The gauge Lagrangian is written as

(5.2)

where

&..v "==

-13-
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Regarding the construction of the lepton Lagrangien, we shall use the covariant

version (3.21) and at a la ter stage equation Ot.20) which, does not have any

unphysical components and show i t s equivalence to the usual formalism employing

Dirac equation for describing fermions. Before ve star t using equation (3.21)

we observe that by virtue of the definitions (3.18) and equation (3.13) and the

property

we find that the mass term iji m ty+ and the
vanish. The only surviving "term is

(5.3)

A-conte.ining term "JL- J_ * J-

and hence any Lagrangian theory constructed out of i t retains I t s renormaliza-

b i l i t y , which vould have been otherwise lost due to their presence. Thus we

may write the lepton part of the Lagrangian as
_ * *

L lepton = Lt (fil^+lZ % A^- Lf ^)L€

I t may be remarked that in our formalism chiral i ty la built in and need
not be put by hand. Moreover, in this formalism the assumption of chiral i ty

amounts to saying that the left and the right handed particles are described
by the even part \p+ and the odd part \f of the Dirac wave function 1(1. '
The scalar part of the Lagrangian can be written as

(5.5)

The most general form for V is

(5.6)

With coupling constants Ge and Gu the interaction Lagrangian ia Introduced

-lU-



(5.7)

How as usual ve take u to oe negative so that the neutral component $

acquires a non-zero vacuum expectation value,

fo
V

V is chosen real ,

C5.8)

(5.9)

f
If we substitute / = <$>+_$(*) instead of $ the Lagrangian generates

masses for the electron, union and the gauge bosons. The mass Lagrangian reads:

9

S j

—

(5.. 10)

Furthermore, defining

equation (5.9) may be recast as

5
Squation (5.12) implies

(5.11)

(5-12)

<-¥• (5.13)

-15-
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neutral

« ;

and that the neutrino remains maaslesa. As usual the mass matrix for the

neutral bosons have tvo eigen values which we take to te the masses of the.

photon Ay and Za;

"V10
(5.15)

Also, we describe the mixing of the neutral fields by a mixing angle

(5.16)

k'a. C5.1TJ

which indicates

(5.18)

Inversion of equation (5.16) yields

(5.19)

Using definition (5.11) and equation (5-19) and expressing the L&grangian

*"*lepton in terms of the charged W- and the neutral fields Ay, Z° ve find

their interaction terns with the fermions can he written as

-16-



nrocess m

which shows that the phqton Ap i"

constant ft <% can be identified vita, the charge

and that the

i .e .

C5.21)

Also i t shows that 2 u is coupled to the neutral currents. Any of the term

in equation (5.20), by virtue of equation (2.9) can be explicitly written out

involving i y . "e write, here, after a l i t t l e algebra the neutral current

part / ,

Since 10WY commutes vith y°(262 - 1) iy which is a reflection operator

(Corson[l7]) of the theory and as such iBUf is an axial vector. Thus, the

neutral current interactions are parity violating as they possess both the

vector and axial vector couplings. This is true of charged current interactions

for the same reason.

Here we wish to mention that if for example we construct the usual

Fermi interaction for y"-decay where the interaction currents are expressed

in terms of B-matrices i ts amplitude reads as

' «• (5.2*0

and compare the expression (5.2U) with the one obtainable for the similar

-17-

the low-momentum transfer limit me iiated by the heavy charged boson

(5.25)

we obtain

(5.26)

Sufcstituting the known value

we obtain
(5.27)

Thus we have seen that in the present formalism all the essential features of

Weinberg-Salam model are reproducible.

In the following we wish to establish the equivalence of our formalism

with the usual one using the Dirac equation for describing fermion. Equation

(l*.2O) can be expressed as

5.28)

Using equation (3.16) and multiplying by a overall factor -m, it may be

recast as

ft(* 5.29)

Again using equations (3-6) and (3.15), equation (5.29) can be re-expressed aa

-18-



Hotice that due to the relation C5-3) the mass term

(5.30)

automatically dropped

and the Lagrangian has re-emerged with a bui l t in Chirality with a possibility
of fixing the lef t or the right chi ra l i ty to Our fermions depending upon the
model we choose to describe them.

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

While deriving the present formalism we have not restr icted ourselves

to any particular group, thus the theoi-y may be used for any group of higher

internal symmetry. As the theory stands looking at the A~eontaining term of

the Lagrangian (3-21) or (U.20) one might get prejudiced against the formalism

eta there exists a Pauli type term rendering the theory unrenormaliiable.
However, as has 'been seen while applying the theory to the weak interaction
model, discussed here, the buil t in Chlral structure of the wave functions haa
made th is term disappear. A19O the mass term has disappeared for the same
reason. Thus the theory retains i t s renormalizable character. Furthermore,

i t i s conceptually gratifying that in the SU(2)XU{l) model the assumption

that the electron and the muon appear a3 both, left-handed ana right-handed ones

is well described by a natural bifercation of the Dirac spinor <(i into the

even X. an odd part. Aa regards the special relations Between the massea

of the charged w and neutral Z° mesons, since they depend on the coupling

Constants g and g and the Weinberg angle £!„, the theory is identical with

the usual one and hence has reproduced the known results, however, as regards

the charged and the neutral currents, the derivation of the vector and the axial

part proceeds from the suhtled properties of the Chandra ring.

In particular, in view of the built in chirality it is expected that a

l&tice gauge version of the present formalism would prove attractive and useful.
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